Comparison of the Word Memory Test and the Test of Memory Malingering in detecting invalid performance in neuropsychological testing.
Given the prevalence of compensation seeking patients who exaggerate or fabricate their symptoms, the assessment of performance and symptom validity throughout testing is vital in neuropsychological evaluations. Two of the most commonly utilized performance validity tests (PVTs) are the Word Memory Test (WMT) and the Test of Memory Malingering (TOMM). While both have proven successful in detecting invalid performance, some studies suggest greater sensitivity in the WMT relative to the TOMM. To improve upon previous research, this study compared performance in individuals who completed both the WMT and TOMM during a neuropsychological evaluation. Participants included 268 cases from a clinical private practice consisting of primarily disability claimants. One-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) compared neuropsychological performance of participants who passed both PVTs (n = 198) versus those who failed the WMT but passed the TOMM (n = 70). Global suppression of neuropsychological scores was found for participants who failed the WMT but passed the TOMM, as well as more psychiatric symptoms reported on questionnaires, relative to those who passed both PVTs. These findings suggest that those passing the TOMM but failing the WMT demonstrated performance invalidity, which illustrates the WMT's enhanced sensitivity.